At the end of each conference and webinar in the New York Arabic Teachers’ Council (NYATC) series, participants provided feedback. Here are the results!

- **97%** of participants agreed that they were satisfied with the conference workshops and sessions.
- **95%** of participants agreed that content and strategies from the NYATC conferences will be useful in their work.
- **95%** of participants agreed that they would recommend GLP professional development sessions to colleagues.
- **94%** of participants agreed that content and strategies from GLP webinars will be useful in their work.

**Teacher Comments**

- The presenter was funny, interesting, has experience in the field and all his advice was supported by live examples from his personal experience. And he spoke Arabic all through the session. - Deena A.
- This webinar provided me with a host of ideas and tips to apply in my classroom to maximize the learning experience of my students and help me hone my skills as a teacher. - Georges C.
- It was amazing. I will teach a unit in my world art class on refugees and I will create an art themed, migrant themed Syrian lesson. - Armen K.
- I am already an advocate for folk tales in classrooms. I learned how to enhance this method by attending GLP’s workshop. It was informative and fun. - Gisele I.
- I thought the instructor was well prepared and introduced topics clearly. Attending the sessions was really helpful, it gave me ideas that I will use in my teaching. - Elham A.
- I’ve been able to transfer my skills from the workshops into my classrooms, especially strategies to motivate my students. - Bebers I.
- All the workshops were very useful. I liked the editing part and engaging the student in writing the story. - Amani M.
- I was so grateful to attend the workshop. It's helped me to realize how much I'd like to hone what I'd like the students to learn and hopefully carry on into their futures. A language learned is a key to unlocking their potential. - Sarah A.